Target site of Escherichia coli ribosomal protein S15 on its messenger RNA. Conformation and interaction with the protein.
The regulatory site of ribosomal protein S15 has been located in the 5' non-coding region of the messenger, overlapping with the ribosome loading site. The conformation of an in vitro synthesized mRNA fragment, covering the 105 nucleotides upstream from the initiation codon and the four first codons of protein S15, has been monitored using chemical probes and RNase V1. Our results show that the RNA is organized into three domains. Domains I and II, located in the 5' part of the mRNA transcript, are folded into stable stem-loop structures. The 3'-terminal domain (III), which contains the Shine-Dalgarno sequence and the AUG initiation codon, appears to adopt alternative conformations. One of them corresponds to a rather unstable stem-loop structure in which the Shine-Dalgarno sequence is paired. An alternative potential structure involves a "pseudo-knot" interaction between bases of this domain and bases in the loop of domain II. The conformation of several RNA variants has also been investigated. The deletion of the 5'-proximal stem-loop structure (domain I), which has no effect on the regulation, does not perturb the conformation of the two other domains. The deletion of domain II, leading to a loss of regulatory control, prevents the formation of the potential helix involved in the pseudo-knot structure and results in a stabilization of the alternative stem-loop structure in domain III. The replacement of another base in domain III involved in pairing in the two alternative structures mentioned above should induce a destabilization of both structures and results in a loss of the translational control. However, the replacement of another base in domain III, which does not abolish the control, results in the loss of the conformational heterogeneity in this domain and yields a stable conformation corresponding to the pseudo-knot structure. Thus, it appears that any mutation that disrupts or alters the formation of the pseudo-knot impairs the regulatory mechanism. Footprinting experiments show that protein S15 is able to bind to the synthesized fragment and provide evidence that the protein triggers the formation of the pseudo-knot conformation. A mechanism can be postulated in which the regulatory protein stabilizes this particular structure, thus impeding ribosome initiation.